Case 1.

History. Female age 64. Tumour right kidney on scan. Partial nephrectomy. Tumour 18mm diameter.

Diagnosis: Angiomyolipoma of kidney.

Average mark 3.12/5

This case was included as a good example of a relatively uncommon lesion, but nevertheless a lesion that candidates sitting the FRCPATH Part 2 exam should be expected to diagnose with confidence.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates who gave a diagnosis of renal angiomyolipoma and gave a competent basic description. Diagnoses of epithelioid angiomyolipoma were also accepted.

Additional marks were awarded to candidates who gave a more complete answer and added value to their answers as follows.

- Extensive sampling should be undertaken in order to exclude other soft tissue and sarcomatoid tumours. Immunohistochemical staining might include smooth muscle markers and melanocytic markers (actin, desmin, HMB45, melan A).
- Additional commentary could have included useful clinical information such as confirming that this is a benign tumour cured by local excision (although vessel space invasion and regional lymph node invasion may occasionally be seen).
- Angiomyolipoma is part of the PECOMA group of tumours and has associations with the tuberose sclerosis complex. Angiomyolipomas are usually solitary but multiple tumours are seen in up to 20% of individuals and multiple lesions are more common in tuberose sclerosis.

Candidates who made a diagnosis of benign vascular hamartoma or benign mesenchymal tumour were awarded a borderline fail. Any malignant diagnoses were awarded a clear fail mark.

The majority of the candidates answered this question well, and most added some value with useful commentaries. Most candidates provided the correct diagnosis and mentioned appropriate immunohistochemical markers and the association with tuberose sclerosis. Few mentioned the need for extensive sampling or mentioned that these tumours are part of the PECOMA family of tumours.
Case 2.

Female 39. Excision of tumour rectus sheath, anterior abdominal wall. Poorly defined tumour measuring 55mm in greatest dimension.

Diagnosis: fibromatosis, desmoid type.

Average mark 2.82/5

This case was selected as a good example of a locally aggressive lesion which candidates should have been able to recognise and diagnose with confidence.

To pass this question candidates had to make a confident diagnosis of fibromatosis or give a differential diagnosis which favoured fibromatosis, as well as providing a competent description of the lesion.

Additional marks were given for the following:

- Appropriate immunohistochemistry: positivity for smooth muscle actin and also B-catenin in 75% of cases. Negative staining for desmin and H-caldesmon.
- Clinical history, noting the age and gender of the patient, both of which are typical (ie: women of child bearing age). Also worth noting that desmoid tumours may arise in pregnancy and be oestrogen responsive.

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates who provided lists of benign/locally aggressive differential diagnoses including but not clearly favouring fibromatosis.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates diagnosing sarcoma or other forms of malignancy with metastatic potential. Diagnoses of non-aggressive benign tumours or scar tissue were also awarded fails, as failing to observe the locally aggressive nature of the condition would result in inappropriate surgical management.

This question was generally answered well by candidates but a significant proportion of answers lacked confidence, giving a differential diagnosis of spindle cell tumours without favouring fibromatosis as the diagnosis. Many candidates did not consider clinicopathological correlations. A few candidates favoured sarcoma as a diagnosis.

Case 3.

Male, 49. Dysphagia. Inflamed oesophagus with pseudomembranes. Also has tonsillitis. Oesophageal biopsies.

Diagnosis: herpetic oesophagitis.

Average mark: 3.18/5
This case was selected as a good example of the effects of viral infection, and although uncommonly encountered in oesophageal biopsies this is a process which any pathologist in general reporting practice might be expected to diagnose with confidence.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates who gave a competent diagnosis of ulcerative oesophagitis of viral origin.

Additional marks were given to:

- Candidates who correctly appreciated the nuclear features of herpetic oesophagitis and offered a confident diagnosis of herpetic oesophagitis rather than viral oesophagitis NOS
- Candidates who sought clinical correlation, recognising that the condition is more common in immunocompromised individuals.
- Candidates who suggested immunohistochemistry, viral culture or serology to confirm herpes simplex virus infection

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates diagnosing ulcerative oesophagitis without mention of viral origin. An outright fail would have been awarded to any candidate who had made a malignant diagnosis.

This question was well answered by the majority of candidates. A few candidates made a diagnosis of viral oesophagitis without suggesting herpes simplex virus.

**Case 4.**

Female 37. Multiple suspicious lung lesions, PET scan positive. Wedge excision of lesion left lung lower lobe.

Diagnosis: features suggestive of Wegener’s granulomatosis.

Mean score 2.77/5

This was a moderately difficult case, testing the ability of candidates to safely assess a granulomatous process in the lung and think laterally to exclude infectious aetiology as well as considering systemic disease. Candidates should have realised the need to consider the likely diagnosis but also exclude other important possibilities, given the radically different treatments and the clinical consequences of failing to exclude infectious aetiology.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates providing an adequate description of the lesion including necrosis, palisaded histiocytes, granulomas and obliterative vasculitis and who offered a differential diagnosis of necrotising granulomatous processes to include Wegener’s granulomatosis, as well as possibly fungal infections, mycobacterial infections and rheumatoid nodule.

Additional marks were given to candidates:
Who suggested appropriate special stains to consider fungal and mycobacterial infections.
- Elastin stains to confirm vasculitis also gained additional marks.
- Clinical and radiological correlation (ANCA tests)

Borderline fails were given to candidates who offered a single confident diagnosis of any specific form of necrotising granulomatous condition without offering a differential diagnosis or suggesting special stains or seeking clinical correlation. In the opinion of the examiners the histology suggests a variety of conditions and definite diagnosis of a single condition was not possible without additional investigation and seeking clinical correlation.

Clear fails were given to candidates who offered malignant diagnoses.

Many candidates answered this question well, correctly recognising the necrotising granulomatous inflammation with vasculitis and offering appropriate differential diagnosis and additional investigations. A small minority made inappropriate malignant diagnoses. A small number only considered infectious aetiology.

**Case 5.**

Female, 81. Ulcerated area, skin, left nipple. Biopsy left nipple.

Adenoma of nipple.

Average mark 2.69/5

This case was selected as a good example of a benign lesion which may mimic malignancy. The history and anatomical location should have been helpful.

A pass mark was awarded to candidates favouring a diagnosis of nipple adenoma (or any appropriate alternative name for this condition), and providing a good description of a lesion with bland cytology and including a definite myoepithelial layer.

Candidates able to offer a confident diagnosis of nipple adenoma and noting the likely incomplete nature of the excision and advising MDT discussion were awarded additional marks.

Candidates who offered differential diagnoses which included but did not favour nipple adenoma were given borderline fail marks, as were candidates who diagnosed intraduct papilloma “NOS” or atypical ductal hyperplasia.

Candidates who offered malignant diagnoses, or differential diagnoses favouring malignancy, were awarded clear fails. A confident diagnosis of a malignant lesion affecting the nipple would be likely to result in mastectomy.

This question was generally well answered by candidates. The terminology used was variable. A minority of candidates offered clear malignant diagnosis.
Case 6

Female, 58. Hysterectomy for clinically enlarged uterus. Confluent nodular mass in myometrium, 140mm diameter.

Diagnosis: endometrial stromal sarcoma.

Average mark: 2.77/5

This case was selected as a good example of a malignant lesion that candidates presenting for the FRCPath part 2 exam might be expected to diagnose with confidence.

Pass marks were given to candidates giving a competent description and favouring a diagnosis of endometrial stromal sarcoma. Candidates were not penalised for describing the lesion as “low grade”, although at the time of the exam low grade and high grade sub classification was not in recommended use.

Additional marks were awarded to

- Candidates able to make a confident diagnosis of endometrial stromal sarcoma.
- Candidates choosing to use CD10 immunohistochemistry to confirm their diagnosis
- Candidates who indicated an understanding of the natural history of endometrial stromal sarcoma, noting the tumour’s tendency to late abdominal recurrence but overall good prognosis despite recurrence, and the tumour’s sensitivity to radiotherapy and endocrine therapy.

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates offering broad differential diagnoses including but not favouring endometrial stromal sarcoma.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates suggesting malignant diagnoses other than stromal sarcoma, or making definite benign diagnoses.

This case was well answered by candidates, with most using appropriate terminology and many suggesting appropriate further investigations. Few candidates offered much in the way of clinicopathological correlation or prognostic information. A small minority of candidates did not include endometrial stromal sarcoma in their differential diagnosis.

Case 7

Male, age 77. Right axillary lymphadenopathy. Lymph node biopsy.

Diagnosis: B cell mature follicular lymphoma.

Average mark: 2.74/5
This case was selected as a good example of a common form of lymphoma which a pathologist in general histological practice will encounter commonly, and would be expected to distinguish from benign conditions and refer appropriately.

Candidates were awarded pass marks for a competent description of the histological features and a confident diagnosis of low grade non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma of follicular type or a differential diagnosis that clearly favoured follicular lymphoma.

Additional marks were given to

- Candidates indicating appropriate immunohistochemical and cytogenetic/molecular investigations to confirm the diagnosis (e.g. - B cell markers [CD19, CD20, CD22, CD79a], CD10, BCL6, BCL2, proliferation markers, negativity for T cell markers, BCL2 gene rearrangements, t (14:18)(q32:21).
- Understanding of morphological grading systems bases on the number of centroblasts per high power field
- Understanding of prognostic factors (grade, proliferation fraction)
- Indicating the need for specialist referral and MDT discussion, in line with improving outlines guidance.

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates offering lists of differential diagnoses which did not commit to or favour follicular lymphoma, or diagnosing lymphoma not otherwise specified, without suggesting further categorisation. Borderline fails were also awarded to candidates making confident diagnoses of other forms of lymphoma.

Clear fails were given to candidates diagnosing or favouring benign reactive or granulomatous conditions, Castleman’s disease or non-lymphomatous malignancy or metastatic disease.

Most candidates answered this question well and suggested appropriate ancillary investigations and MDT referral. Many candidates attempted to grade the lesion, and candidates were not penalised for misgrading the lesion (this lymphoma had originally been reported as a grade 2 follicular lymphoma). A few candidates offered inappropriate diagnoses of reactive follicular hyperplasia, Hodgkin’s Disease of other low grade non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

Case 8


Diagnosis: metastatic renal cell carcinoma.

Average mark: 2.66/5

This case was set to test candidates’ ability to deal with cutaneous malignancy, and test the ability of candidates to consider appropriate differential diagnoses rather than jump to conclusions based on
H&E sections alone. This is a common diagnostic dilemma faced by all consultant histopathologists in routine practice. It is important in such cases to think laterally and to consider both cutaneous and metastatic malignancy, and suggest appropriate immunohistochemistry to resolve the differential diagnosis, using histological clues to guide further testing.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates who gave a good description of a nested malignant lesion, making a confident diagnosis of malignancy and offering a sensible differential diagnosis but offering little in the way of added value or focussed additional investigations.

Additional marks were given to candidates who offered a sensible reasoned differential diagnosis that might include metastatic renal cell carcinoma, non-small cell carcinoma of lung and malignant melanoma, and a directed economic panel of immunohistochemical markers to confirm the diagnosis. Candidates were also given credit for seeking additional clinical history or searching the laboratory computer system for previous primary tumour diagnoses.

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates who made confident diagnoses of specific forms of malignancy without offering a differential diagnosis or suggesting a useful panel of immunohistochemical markers.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates making a confident benign diagnosis.

This question was answered variably by candidates. Many candidates offered appropriate differential diagnoses and ancillary investigations. A significant minority of candidates were more specific than the histology allowed, and offered confident diagnoses of primary or metastatic melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma, atypical fibroxanthoma, spindle cell tumours and adnexal skin tumours. Some candidates were confident that they had seen an in situ melanomatous component. Occasional candidates derived benign diagnoses, including histiocytic lesions.

Case 9.

Female, 80. Vomiting and gastric stasis. Abnormal gastric mucosa at endoscopy. Gastroscopic biopsies.

Diffuse type gastric adenocarcinoma.

Average mark 2.88/5

This case was chosen as a straightforward example of diffuse type gastric adenocarcinoma, and was designed to test the ability of candidates to provide a confident diagnosis of malignancy in mucosal biopsies.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates giving a good description of the biopsies and noting the presence of a neoplastic infiltrate including signet ring cells and occasional acinar forms. Candidates were expected to give a confident diagnosis of malignancy of likely epithelial origin. Candidates who included lymphoma in their differential diagnosis were not marked down, provided that they
indicated an intention to perform appropriate immunohistochemical investigations to prove or exclude this diagnosis.

Additional marks were given to candidates making a confident diagnosis of diffuse type gastric adenocarcinoma and suggesting appropriate economic use of immunohistochemistry and/or mucin stains to confirm the diagnosis.

Candidates who equivocated as to a malignant diagnosis or who preferred a diagnosis of metastatic malignancy were given borderline fails. Candidates who gave benign diagnoses (including gastric xanthelasma) or arrived at confident diagnoses of lymphoma without use of immunohistochemistry were given clear fails.

Most candidates approached this case sensibly and logically, giving good descriptions and appropriate confident diagnoses or differential diagnoses with focussed and appropriate immunohistochemistry. Some candidates favoured metastatic disease. A few candidates noted surface epithelial dysplasia and intestinal metaplasia, neither of which was present in the biopsies. A very few candidates made inappropriate benign diagnoses including gastric atrophy, xanthelasma and lymphocytic gastritis.

**Case 10**

Male, 55. Skin biopsy lesion below left ear.

Diagnosis: monomorphic basal cell adenoma of salivary gland origin.

Average mark 2.16/5

This case was designed to test the ability of candidates to think laterally, consider the clinical history and examine the whole section for clues. The case derived from primary care and a General Practitioner with an interest in minor surgery took the biopsy and submitted it to a District General Pathology laboratory where it was reported by a general pathologist. This is a scenario which any pathologist in general pathology practice in a District General Hospital might be expected to encounter on occasion.

All sections included normal parotid gland (the presence of salivary gland in all slides was carefully checked when the slide sets were assembled).

Just under one third of candidates correctly associated the anatomical information (just below left ear) and the presence of normal salivary gland tissue and then interpreted this as a benign salivary gland neoplasm. A few of these candidates gave excellent answers, correctly diagnosing basal cell adenoma. Others gave diagnoses of benign salivary neoplasms, but favoured other types of salivary neoplasia.
The majority of candidates did not notice the salivary gland tissue hence offered diagnoses of benign skin adnexal tumours or vascular tumours. A minority offered malignant diagnoses, failing to note the bland nature of the neoplasm.

This question was marked in a very lenient manner. Credit was given to candidates who correctly interpreted the lesion as benign. Borderline fails were awarded to candidates making diagnoses of benign non-salivary neoplasms and providing otherwise good descriptions.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates making a definite diagnosis of malignancy.

**Case 11**

Female, age 44

Itchy rash extensor surfaces. Incisional biopsy skin left arm.

Diagnosis: dermatitis herpetiformis

Average mark: 3.13/5

This case was selected as a good example of a blistering skin lesion with characteristic history and histological features which should have helped candidates make a diagnosis.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates who gave a good description of the key histological features and identified the main abnormality as papillary dermal microabscesses. Dermatitis herpetiformis should have at least been mentioned in the differential diagnosis.

Additional marks were awarded to

- Candidates favouring a diagnosis of dermatitis herpetiformis.
- Candidates describing appropriate immunofluorescent studies
- Description of the likely immunofluorescent staining pattern (granular IgA deposition in dermal papillae)
- Appreciation of the typical histological features of DH and arriving at a confident diagnosis of DH
- Appreciation of the clinical history of an itchy rash affecting extensor surfaces and correlation with the histology
- Candidates acknowledging the clinical association with gluten hypersensitivity/ coeliac disease

Borderline fails were given to candidates who described some of the cogent histological features but failed to observe the neutrophilic infiltrate in the papillary dermis.

A clear fail would have been given to any candidate who failed to note that this was an inflammatory dermatosis or gave a malignant diagnosis.
This question was answered very well by the majority of candidates. All candidates recognised this as a dermatosis. Most candidates correctly diagnosed this as dermatitis herpetiformis and added value by suggesting immunofluorescent studies and seeking a clinical history of coeliac disease. A few candidates preferred a diagnosis of pemphigoid and some described vasculitis.

Case 12.


Average mark 1.99/5.

This case was designed to assess the candidates’ ability to recognise an uncommon but well recognised non-neoplastic condition, and assess the whole section for clues.

Pass marks were given to candidates giving an adequate description and noting the presence of an amorphous eosinophilic deposit in the bladder wall. Candidates had to recognise the presence of characteristic amyloid material or give a list of differential diagnoses including and favouring amyloid.

Additional marks were given to candidates:

- Giving a more complete description, noting the vascular reaction superficial to the amyloid (and correlating this with haematuria) and suggesting Congo red stain or other tinctorial stains to confirm amyloid.
- Showing knowledge of the biology of amyloidosis and understanding that this is likely to be AL type amyloid, secondary amyloidosis being much less common in the bladder
- Understanding the need to refer to the National Amyloidosis Centre

Candidates giving a reasonable description and a differential diagnosis including but not favouring amyloidosis were given a borderline fail.

Candidates not mentioning amyloidosis at all or giving a malignant diagnosis were given clear fails.

Many candidates found this case difficult. However, over one third of candidates correctly observed the amyloid material and suggested suitable additional investigations. Few candidates indicated any additional understanding of the nature of amyloidosis of the bladder.

The majority of candidates chose inappropriate malignant diagnoses.

This case demonstrates the need for candidates to appreciate the clinical history and look at all of the material on the slide. The clinical history indicated that this was a nodule in the bladder wall rather than a surface lesion. The biopsies were deep and substantial. Urologists rarely take deep biopsies for superficial lesions such as carcinoma in situ (a common answer provided by candidates). A small but significant number of candidates did correctly observe the characteristic amyloid
material. To pass this question candidates had to assess all of the material on the slide and think laterally to consider basic pathological processes.

Case 13.

Female, age 91. Lesion left breast. Excised.

Diagnosis: grade 1 secretory carcinoma of breast.

Average mark: 2.56/5

This case was included in order to assess the ability of candidates to recognise special types of breast cancer and assess and record minimum dataset items. There was considerable opportunity for candidates to add value in their answers.

Pass marks were given to candidates correctly diagnosing invasive breast carcinoma but offering little else in the way of special type or dataset items.

Additional marks were given to :-

- Candidates who provided most dataset items (grade, size, absence of vessel space invasion.
- Candidates who recognised that this was a special type but failed to recognise that this was a secretory carcinoma were given some additional marks.
- Candidates who suggested the possibility that this was carcinoma metastatic to the breast and suggested appropriate immunohistochemistry to consider this possibility.
- Confident comment on the absence of DCIS
- Candidates suggesting appropriate ancillary tests (ER, PgR, HER2).

Top marks would have been given to candidates recognising all of the above and giving a description of the features of a secretory carcinoma and a confident diagnosis of secretory carcinoma.

Candidates who made a confident diagnosis of metastatic disease without mentioning the need for immunohistochemistry were given a borderline fail. Candidates failing to recognise a malignant lesion were given a clear fail.

Overall the majority of candidates passed this question but few managed to gain additional marks by including data set items or recognising that this was a special type of breast cancer. Dataset items were often incomplete. A common error was to identify ductal carcinoma in situ: although no candidates failed because of this error it did limit their ability to gain additional marks.
Case 14

Female, 60. Vaginal discharge, pyometra. Endometrial curettage.

Diagnosis: granulomatous endometritis.

Average mark: 2.55/5

This case was set to assess the ability of candidates to assess granulomatous inflammation in a slightly unusual clinical setting and consider the clinical significance of this pattern of inflammation. In this particular instance culture had revealed that the patient had M.Bovis infection.

Candidates were given a pass mark for describing the presence of granulomatous endometritis in inactive endometrium and indicating that tuberculosis has to be excluded. Candidates also had to confidently exclude the possibility of malignant disease.

Additional marks were given to candidates:-

- Who demonstrated specific understanding of the naturel history of tuberculous endometritis
- Who suggested special stains for acid alcohol fast bacilli but understood that these might be negative hence indicated the need to exclude TB by culture or PCR techniques
- Candidates who appreciated the need for exhaustive investigations to exclude TB

Borderline fail marks were given to candidates who described granulomatous endometritis but did not appreciate the need to exclude tuberculosis. Borderline fails were also awarded to candidates diagnosing any form of endometrial hyperplasia.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates failing to note the presence of granulomatous inflammation and/or making a diagnosis of malignancy.

The majority of candidates correctly recognised granulomatous inflammation and suggested appropriate investigations to consider tuberculosis. Only a few candidates managed to add significant value to their answers by appreciating the need for other investigations to exclude TB, given that ZN stain can often be negative in this situation.

A small number of candidates over-interpreted the fragmented and inflamed endometrial epithelium as hyperplastic or even malignant.
Case 15

Female, 58. Lytic lesions in skull. Curettage of lytic lesion.

Diagnosis: metastatic follicular carcinoma of thyroid gland.

Average mark: 2.56/5

This case was designed to assess the candidates’ ability to think laterally and recognise metastatic disease in an unusual location.

Pass marks were given to candidates who correctly diagnosed metastatic follicular carcinoma of thyroid, giving a competent description but with no added value.

Additional marks were given to candidates giving a more complete description and suggesting appropriate immunohistochemistry to confirm (TTF1, thyroglobulin) although arguably immunohistochemical staining would not have been necessary given the characteristic histological features.

Borderline fails were given to candidates describing thyroid carcinoma NOS, or finding features of papillary carcinoma. Borderline fails were also given to candidates giving differential diagnoses of metastatic adenocarcinoma, but including thyroid in the differential.

Clear fails were given to candidates diagnosing benign lesions, failing to recognise characteristic thyroid morphology or diagnosing non-thyroid malignancy.

This question was well answered by many candidates, but approximately one third of candidates had either clear or borderline fails, usually because they did not recognise thyroid carcinoma or favour the diagnosis in a differential. A few candidates found features of papillary carcinoma of thyroid. Occasional candidates diagnosed primary bone or soft tissue malignancy. Some candidates did not appreciate the history (female, lytic lesion) and diagnosed metastatic prostatic carcinoma.

Case 16

Male, 25. Lesion segment VI of liver. Resected.

Diagnosis: fibrolamellar hepatocellular carcinoma.

Average mark: 2.48/5

This case aimed to identify candidates confident in diagnosing primary hepatic malignancy and able to identify an important and well recognised hepatocellular carcinoma variant.
Pass marks were awarded to candidates giving a good description of the lesion and offering a differential diagnosis including fibrolamellar hepatocellular carcinoma and perhaps wishing to seek further opinion, given that this is a relatively uncommon neoplasm.

Additional marks were awarded for the following:

- Confident diagnosis of fibrolamellar HCC
- Noting relatively normal surrounding liver tissue without evidence of cirrhosis or other chronic liver disease
- Awareness of different epidemiology of fibrolamellar HCC (younger patients, not associated with antecedent liver disease)
- Awareness of better prognosis than classical hepatocellular carcinoma
- Awareness of potential for resection of this tumour
- Indicating immunohistochemical staining pattern and potential differences between classical HCC and fibrolamellar HCC

Borderline fails were awarded to candidates diagnosis classical HCC without considering fibrolamellar HCC.

Clear fails were given to candidates who made benign diagnoses or diagnosed cholangiocarcinoma or metastatic malignancy.

Candidates approached this question variably. More than half of the candidates achieved passes and some added considerable value to their answers by considering the epidemiology of the tumour and making helpful clinical correlations. Candidates who failed the question seemed to be unaware of the entity or the helpful clinical history (age of patient) and background normal liver. A proportion of candidates gave a differential diagnosis of conventional HCC and hepatic adenoma.

Case 17


Diagnosis: typical carcinoid tumour.

Average mark 2.34/5

This case was chosen as a good example of a relatively common neoplasm which might be seen as a biopsy in any hospital.

Pass marks were awarded to candidates giving a good description of a circumscribed tumour with favourable histological features and favouring a diagnosis of typical carcinoid tumour/ well differentiated neuroendocrine carcinoma or low grade neuroendocrine tumour.
Additional marks were given to candidates who:-

- Suggested appropriate immunohistochemical stains to confirm the diagnosis
- Made a confident diagnosis of typical carcinoid tumour
- Attempted to stage the tumour
- Commented on favourable prognosis.

Borderline fails were given to candidates who did not favour the diagnosis of typical carcinoid tumour in their differential diagnoses, or offered a confident diagnosis of atypical carcinoid tumour.

Clear fails were given to candidates giving any other malignant diagnosis, any other benign diagnoses or favouring high grade lesions.

Candidates approached this case variably. Just under half of the candidates passed the question, and those who did pass the question generally managed to add value to their answers by describing appropriate immunohistochemistry or offering useful clinical information.

Many candidates appeared confused by the terminology of neuroendocrine tumours, and gave good descriptions of a typical carcinoid tumour and then a confident diagnosis of an atypical carcinoid tumour. A few candidates called this a “benign carcinoid tumour”. Occasional candidates thought that this was a metastatic tumour, and some misdiagnosed the lesion as a large cell carcinoma or a small cell carcinoma. Only a few candidates mentioned staging.

**Case 18**

Female, 2 months. Swelling lower mandible, blue discolouration under submucosa. Curettage anterior mandible.

Diagnosis: Langerhans cell histiocytosis.

Average mark: 2.58/5

This case was set to identify candidates able to make a confident diagnosis of a relatively uncommon but characteristic histiocytic condition. Although this case arose in an infant, the condition can be seen in older age groups.

To gain a pass mark a candidate had to give a competent description of a cellular lesion including histiocytes, Langerhans cells and eosinophils and lacking any atypia or mitotic activity. Candidates had to list Langerhans cell histiocytosis as part of their differential and suggest an immunohistochemical panel including S100 to confirm the diagnosis.

Additional marks were given to candidates making a confident diagnosis of Langerhan’s cell histiocytosis and confirming the need to use an immunohistochemical panel including S100 and
CD1a. Mention of Braf mutations and staging investigations to look for more widespread disease also gained additional marks.

Borderline fails were given to candidates describing a histiocytic proliferation but not mentioning Langerhans cell histiocytosis. Clear fails were given to candidates offering a clear diagnosis of malignancy (including lymphoma) or diagnosing a granulomatous condition.

Most candidates answered this question very well, and most added value to their answers, with appropriate immunohistochemical investigation and additional clinical information. A small subset of candidates failed to recognise the histiocytic nature of the lesion and diagnosed giant cell lesions of bone or small blue cell tumours.

**Case 19.**


Diagnosis: superficial spreading melanoma.

Average mark: 2.52/5

This case was chosen to assess the ability of candidates to interpret melanocytic lesions and make confident diagnosis of melanocytic malignancy.

To gain a pass mark candidates had to identify an atypical compound melanocytic lesion and favour a differential diagnosis of melanoma or superficial spreading melanoma.

Additional marks were given to candidates able to make a confident diagnosis of malignant melanoma and describe key features including lesional asymmetry, Pagetoid invasion, cytological atypia and incipient ulceration. Additional marks were also given to candidates offering correct and useful staging information in terms of Breslow depth and mitotic rate. Indicating the need for appropriate MDT discussion also gained marks. Correct interpretation of vertical growth phase was also helpful.

Borderline fails were given to candidates who recognised a melanocytic lesion but were undecided as to benign or malignant interpretation.

Clear fails were awarded to candidates not recognising this as a melanocytic lesion or calling the lesion a benign naevus or dysplastic naevus outright.

Well over half of the candidates recognised this lesion as a melanoma and many added considerable value to their answers. Some candidates were indecisive and had difficulty in recognising and interpreting the dermal component, describing the growth phase incorrectly, thereby losing marks. A few candidates gave confident and clinically misleading benign diagnoses.
Case 20.

Male 59. Nasal swelling, destructive lesion involving sphenoid sinus. Lesion biopsied.

Diagnosis: olfactory neuroblastoma.

Average mark 2.53/5

This case was chosen to assess candidates’ knowledge of ENT lesions and recognise characteristic histological patterns.

To gain a pass mark candidates had to give a competent description of the lesion and at least give a differential diagnosis including and favouring olfactory neuroblastoma.

Additional marks were given to

- Candidates able to make a confident diagnosis of olfactory neuroblastoma
- Candidates suggesting appropriate immunohistochemical confirmation (CD56, NSE, chromogranin positive, cytokeratin, LCA, TTF1, CD99 negative and S100 positive in sustentacular cells)
- Candidates indicating the need for clinical correlation: awareness that prognosis dependent upon stage and grade
- Candidates aware of treatment options (surgery and radiotherapy)
- Candidates aware of grading systems

Borderline fails were given to candidates offering a definite diagnosis of other types of small blue cell neoplasms or favouring a differential diagnosis of other types of small blue cell neoplasm.

Clear fails were given to candidates offering benign diagnoses or confident diagnoses of other forms of malignancy (lymphoma, melanoma).

This case was well-answered by the majority of candidates and only about one quarter of candidates failed. Most candidates recognised the entity and gave a good plan for investigating and confirming the diagnosis and excluding alternative possibilities.

A few candidates did not consider the possibility of olfactory neuroblastoma in their differential or gave very restricted differentials and poor plans for investigating the lesion.
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